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Red Rising
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce Brown’s relentlessly entertaining
debut channels the excitement of The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
and Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card. “Red Rising ascends above a
crowded dystopian field.”—USA Today NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, BUZZFEED, AND SHELF AWARENESS “I live
for the dream that my children will be born free,” she says. “That
they will be what they like. That they will own the land their father
gave them.” “I live for you,” I say sadly. Eo kisses my cheek. “Then
you must live for more.” Darrow is a Red, a member of the lowest caste
in the color-coded society of the future. Like his fellow Reds, he
works all day, believing that he and his people are making the surface
of Mars livable for future generations. Yet he toils willingly,
trusting that his blood and sweat will one day result in a better
world for his children. But Darrow and his kind have been betrayed.
Soon he discovers that humanity reached the surface generations ago.
Vast cities and lush wilds spread across the planet. Darrow—and Reds
like him—are nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class.
Inspired by a longing for justice, and driven by the memory of lost
love, Darrow sacrifices everything to infiltrate the legendary
Institute, a proving ground for the dominant Gold caste, where the
next generation of humanity’s overlords struggle for power. He will be
forced to compete for his life and the very future of civilization
against the best and most brutal of Society’s ruling class. There, he
will stop at nothing to bring down his enemies . . . even if it means
he has to become one of them to do so. Praise for Red Rising “[A]
spectacular adventure . . . one heart-pounding ride . . . Pierce
Brown’s dizzyingly good debut novel evokes The Hunger Games, Lord of
the Flies, and Ender’s Game. . . . [Red Rising] has everything it
needs to become meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender, Katniss, and
now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red Rising is a sophisticated vision. . . .
Brown will find a devoted audience.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch Don’t
miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON •
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MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE

Prisoners of Politics
Throughout your life, you've had parents, coaches, teachers, friends,
and mentors who have pushed you to be better than your excuses and
bigger than your fears. What if the secret to having the confidence
and courage to enrich your life and work is simply knowing how to push
yourself? Using the science habits, riveting stories and surprising
facts from some of the most famous moments in history, art and
business, Mel Robbins will explain the power of a "push moment." Then,
she'll give you one simple tool you can use to become your greatest
self. It take just five seconds to use this tool, and every time you
do, you'll be in great company. More than 8 million people have
watched Mel's TEDx Talk, and executives inside of the world's largest
brands are using the tool to increase productivity, collaboration, and
engagement. In The 5 Second Rule, you'll discover it takes just five
seconds to: Become confident Break the habit of procrastination and
self-doubt Beat fear and uncertainty Stop worrying and feel happier
Share your ideas with courage The 5 Second Rule is a simple, one-sizefits-all solution for the one problem we all face—we hold ourselves
back. The secret isn't knowing what to do—it's knowing how to make
yourself do it. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
Arial}

Childbirth without Fear
It seems there is more to fear now than ever, but fear and anxiety are
nothing new to human beings--or to God. The Bible calls us to not be
afraid on many occasions, and of course we all want to live without
fear. But just how is that accomplished when every news item seems
designed to get us wringing our hands? Using her own story as a
catalyst, Maria Furlough shows readers how to overcome fear for good.
She calls readers to make a list of their fears, to choose to bring
those fears to God rather than acting on them, and to trust God with
the future. She shows how when we give God full control over our
lives, choosing his sovereignty over our own ability, we can break the
cycle of fear, grow through suffering, and trust God to fulfill his
promises of protection and peace. Anyone who is filled with anxiety
over their personal circumstances, the state of the world today, or
even their fear-clogged social media feeds will welcome this hands-on
journey from fear to freedom.

The Woman Who Cracked the Anxiety Code
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE
OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE
FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF
OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL
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EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and
personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most
important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the
national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE
OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF
PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine
• The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los
Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York •
Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work that
pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to
the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates
offers a powerful new framework for understanding our nation’s history
and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of
“race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the
bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and
segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of
all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way
to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this
fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between the World
and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a
letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and
readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the
world through a series of revelatory experiences, from Howard
University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago
to Paris, from his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose
children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven
from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally
charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates the
past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent
vision for a way forward.

Gravity's Rainbow
An inspiring, practical guide to release the fears that are holding
you back and achieve your ideal life. Everyone experiences fear in
life--fear of failure, fear of ridicule, fear of the unknown. These
fears hold us back from living our truth and achieving our full
potential. They prevent us from growing and moving forward after a
minor setback or major disappointment. But if we can transform those
fears, anything is possible. We can connect with our authentic self,
listen to our soul's desires, and start living our dreams. In this
book, celebrity holistic health coach and yoga instructor Koya Webb
shares the ways she has lived in fear and the tools she's used to get
herself to a more confident and fierce place, moving through life in
alignment with everything she believes in. Koya's own personal story
of triumph over a career-halting injury, depression, self-sabotage,
and other limiting beliefs will inspire readers to meet their
challenges head on, and transform their greatest fears and obstacles
into positive energy that can launch them forward. If you are tired of
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feeling overwhelmed, unappreciated, and burned out, this is the book
for you. Using breathing techniques, yoga, meditation, journaling,
mantras, prayer, and more, Koya shows how you can shift from fearbased living to fierce living! No matter who you are, or where you are
at, or what you have been through, these are universal tools that help
every human being get un-stuck and be able to live the most fulfilling
life possible!

The Kite Runner
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 2 million copies sold! Tiny
Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers
a proven framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the
world's leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical
strategies that will teach you exactly how to form good habits, break
bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead to remarkable
results. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem
isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves
again and again not because you don't want to change, but because you
have the wrong system for change. You do not rise to the level of your
goals. You fall to the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a
proven system that can take you to new heights. Clear is known for his
ability to distill complex topics into simple behaviors that can be
easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the most
proven ideas from biology, psychology, and neuroscience to create an
easy-to-understand guide for making good habits inevitable and bad
habits impossible. Along the way, readers will be inspired and
entertained with true stories from Olympic gold medalists, awardwinning artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians, and star
comedians who have used the science of small habits to master their
craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how to: • make time
for new habits (even when life gets crazy); • overcome a lack of
motivation and willpower; • design your environment to make success
easier; • get back on track when you fall off course; and much more.
Atomic Habits will reshape the way you think about progress and
success, and give you the tools and strategies you need to transform
your habits--whether you are a team looking to win a championship, an
organization hoping to redefine an industry, or simply an individual
who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any
other goal.

It Didn't Start with You
Shows parents how to help their children acquire self-esteem, problemsolving ability, social skills, and emotional control, and how to
detect dangers to self-esteem during adolescence.

28 Days to Breaking the Cycle
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Fear is a form of torment the enemy tries to plague people with in
order to paralyze them, to steal their purpose and destiny from God's
best. None of us is immune to these attacks. Jesus came to destroy
fear and set the captives free. Speaking as one whom Jesus Christ set
free from the devil's grip, John Ramirez, once a satanic high priest,
exposes the tormenting weapons of fear of our number one spiritual
enemy, the devil, and equips and arms believers with the weapons of
our warfare that God has given us through his Son, Jesus Christ, to
abort the enemy's mission. In this book, Destroying Fear, you will
learn how to get back your peace and purpose and walk fearless into
your destiny by dismantling every stronghold and stopping the enemy's
attacks once and for all, for a life of freedom!

Breaking the Fear Cycle
Brainblocks are the mental obstacles that keep people from achieving
success, defined as setting, pursuing, and achieving a goal. Managing
the brain is the solution to preventing mental blocks from interfering
with achieving your goals. And neuropsychologist Dr. Theo Tsaousides
gives you the tools to improve: Awareness: • the seven brainblocks to
success (self-doubt, procrastination, impatience, multitasking,
rigidity, perfectionism, negativity) • the characteristic feelings,
thoughts, and actions associated with each brainblock • the brain
functions involved in goal-oriented action • brain glitches and how
they create setbacks • the cost of not removing brainblocks • the best
strategies to remove the blocks Engagement: • actively search for
brainblocks in your actions, thoughts, and feelings • recognize and
label each brainblock as soon as it is identified • practice each
strategy consistently until it becomes second nature • track your
progress toward a goal Through these strategies you will learn to
overcome these cognitive obstacles and harness the power of the brain
to achieve success in any endeavor.

Breaking Busy
America’s criminal justice system reflects irrational fears stoked by
politicians seeking to win election. Pointing to specific policies
that are morally problematic and have failed to end the cycle of
recidivism, Rachel Barkow argues that reform guided by evidence, not
politics and emotions, will reduce crime and reverse mass
incarceration.

Fear Fighting
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved
by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike, and
translated around the world from the winner of the 2018 PEN/Nabokov
Award for Achievement in International Literature. The House on Mango
Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina
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girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she
will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes heartbreaking,
sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic
story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time
have touched so many readers.

The Craving Mind
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide

The Confident Child
"Advice, exercises, and examples to help readers increase their
clarity, connection, competence, calm, and courage, from a clinical
therapist, mindfulness teacher, and expert on the neuroscience of
relationships. Applicable to relationships, jobs, and everyday
life"--Provided by publisher.

The 5 Second Rule
Panic attacks are scary, and can make you feel like you’ve lost
control—leading to more anxiety, stress, fear, and even depression.
This easy-to-use workbook provides step-by-step instructions to help
you identify anxiety-inducing thoughts, mindfully observe them, and
stop the cycle of panic, once and for all. If you’re like many other
teens with a panic disorder, you may sometimes feel like walls are
closing in on you, or that something dreadful is about to happen. The
most frustrating thing about panic attacks is that they can happen
anytime, anywhere—sometimes when you least expect them—and you may go
through your day fearing another attack. So, how can you start
managing your panic before it gets in the way of school, friends, and
your life? In The Panic Workbook for Teens, three anxiety specialists
will show you how to identify anxiety-causing thoughts and behaviors,
mindfully observe your panic attacks instead of struggling against
them, and experience sensations associated with panic until you
discover that these sensations may be uncomfortable—but not dangerous.
No matter what situation you find yourself in, by learning how to
objectively monitor your panic attacks, you'll gain a sense of control
and learn to work through even the toughest moments of extreme
anxiety—whether you’re taking a test, on a first date, or at a job
interview.

The Athlete's Way
Like many of us, Bob Miglani felt overwhelmed and anxious. He worried
constantly about his job, his finances, and his family. It was a
chance invitation to India, the land of his birth, that finally freed
him. India, Miglani writes, is “the capital of chaos”: over a billion
people living on one-third the space of the United States. And it was
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there that he learned to let go. The secret is to stop trying to
control the chaos and focus on what you can control—your own actions,
words, and thoughts. Move forward, make mistakes, trust your
intuition, find your purpose. In this inspiring book, Miglani shares
the experiences and encounters that helped him finally get it. What
happens when you find yourself in an Indian village with no money and
a plane to catch? How could an educated urban woman agree to a
marriage after two dates? What keeps a rural health worker motivated
despite the enormous need and such limited ability to help? What does
trying to catch an insanely overcrowded bus teach you about
perfection? Embracing the chaos, Miglani found, “leads us down paths
we never would have walked onIt brings out strengths we never knew
existed inside of us.”

Confident Moms, Confident Daughters
A groundbreaking approach to transforming traumatic legacies passed
down in families over generations, by an acclaimed expert in the field
Depression. Anxiety. Chronic Pain. Phobias. Obsessive thoughts. The
evidence is compelling: the roots of these difficulties may not reside
in our immediate life experience or in chemical imbalances in our
brains—but in the lives of our parents, grandparents, and even greatgrandparents. The latest scientific research, now making headlines,
supports what many have long intuited—that traumatic experience can be
passed down through generations. It Didn’t Start with You builds on
the work of leading experts in post-traumatic stress, including Mount
Sinai School of Medicine neuroscientist Rachel Yehuda and psychiatrist
Bessel van der Kolk, author of The Body Keeps the Score. Even if the
person who suffered the original trauma has died, or the story has
been forgotten or silenced, memory and feelings can live on. These
emotional legacies are often hidden, encoded in everything from gene
expression to everyday language, and they play a far greater role in
our emotional and physical health than has ever before been
understood. As a pioneer in the field of inherited family trauma, Mark
Wolynn has worked with individuals and groups on a therapeutic level
for over twenty years. It Didn’t Start with You offers a pragmatic and
prescriptive guide to his method, the Core Language Approach.
Diagnostic self-inventories provide a way to uncover the fears and
anxieties conveyed through everyday words, behaviors, and physical
symptoms. Techniques for developing a genogram or extended family tree
create a map of experiences going back through the generations. And
visualization, active imagination, and direct dialogue create pathways
to reconnection, integration, and reclaiming life and health. It
Didn’t Start With You is a transformative approach to resolving
longstanding difficulties that in many cases, traditional therapy,
drugs, or other interventions have not had the capacity to touch.

The Hate U Give
A special 20th anniversary edition of the beloved international
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bestseller that changed millions of lives Maybe it was a grandparent,
or a teacher, or a colleague. Someone older, patient and wise, who
understood you when you were young and searching, helped you see the
world as a more profound place, gave you sound advice to help you make
your way through it. For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie Schwartz,
his college professor from nearly twenty years ago. Maybe, like Mitch,
you lost track of this mentor as you made your way, and the insights
faded, and the world seemed colder. Wouldn't you like to see that
person again, ask the bigger questions that still haunt you, receive
wisdom for your busy life today the way you once did when you were
younger? Mitch Albom had that second chance. He reconnected with
Morrie in the last months of the older man's life. Knowing he was
dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in his study every Tuesday, just as
they used to back in college. Their rekindled relationship turned into
one final "class:" lessons in how to live. Tuesdays with Morrie is a
magical chronicle of their time together, through which Mitch shares
Morrie's lasting gift with the world.

Breaking the Fear Barrier
We all live with fear. It hangs around, whispering in our ears,
reminding us of all we can't do or will never be. But that's not the
end of the story. We also have a God who draws close to say, Fear not.
I am with you. This Spirit transforms us into fear fighters--women
breaking free of trepidation to find bold dedication to God's peace-,
purpose- and joy-filled callings. With remarkable compassion born from
personal experience, Kelly Balarie shows women how to · Cultivate
unstoppable faith by harnessing God's Word and promptings · Pray
panic-, blood pressure- and stress-reducing prayers to usher in
lasting peace · Discover clear and immediate action plans to exchange
worry for God's greatest gifts · Implement daily bravery decrees to
stand armed through the day · Participate in a 12-week study guide to
foster new courageous habits Kelly pulls back the curtain of fear so
you can find the beautiful woman God created you to be.

Simply Tuesday
A leading neuroscientist and pioneer in the study of mindfulness
explains why addictions are so tenacious and how we can learn to
conquer them We are all vulnerable to addiction. Whether it’s a
compulsion to constantly check social media, binge eating, smoking,
excessive drinking, or any other behaviors, we may find ourselves
uncontrollably repeating. Why are bad habits so hard to overcome? Is
there a key to conquering the cravings we know are unhealthy for us?
This book provides groundbreaking answers to the most important
questions about addiction. Dr. Judson Brewer, a psychiatrist and
neuroscientist who has studied the science of addictions for twenty
years, reveals how we can tap into the very processes that encourage
addictive behaviors in order to step out of them. He describes the
mechanisms of habit and addiction formation, then explains how the
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practice of mindfulness can interrupt these habits. Weaving together
patient stories, his own experience with mindfulness practice, and
current scientific findings from his own lab and others, Dr. Brewer
offers a path for moving beyond our cravings, reducing stress, and
ultimately living a fuller life.

Breaking the Fear Cycle
Our obsession with bigger and faster is spinning us out of control. We
move through the week breathless and bustling, just trying to keep up
while longing to slow down. But real life happens in the small
moments, the kind we find on Tuesday, the most ordinary day of the
week. Tuesday carries moments we want to hold onto--as well as ones
we'd rather leave behind. It holds secrets we can't see in a
hurry--secrets not just for our schedules but for our souls. It offers
us a simple bench on which to sit, observe, and share our stories. For
those being pulled under by the strong current of expectation,
comparison, and hurry, relief is found more in our small moments than
in our fast movements. In Simply Tuesday, Emily P. Freeman helps
readers · stop dreading small beginnings and embrace today's work ·
find contentment in the now--even when the now is frustrating or
discouraging · replace competition with compassion · learn to breathe
in a breathless world Jesus lived small moments well, slow moments
fully, and all moments free. He lives with us still, on all our
ordinary days, creating and redeeming the world both in us and through
us, one small moment at a time. It's time to take back Tuesday, to
release our obsession with building a life, and believe in the life
Christ is building in us--every day.

Embrace the Chaos
It seems there is more to fear now than ever, but fear and anxiety are
nothing new to human beings--or to God. The Bible calls us to not be
afraid on many occasions, and of course we all want to live without
fear. But just how is that accomplished when every news item seems
designed to get us wringing our hands? Using her own story as a
catalyst, Maria Furlough shows readers how to overcome fear for good.
She calls readers to make a list of their fears, to choose to bring
those fears to God rather than acting on them, and to trust God with
the future. She shows how when we give God full control over our
lives, choosing his sovereignty over our own ability, we can break the
cycle of fear, grow through suffering, and trust God to fulfill his
promises of protection and peace. Anyone who is filled with anxiety
over their personal circumstances, the state of the world today, or
even their fear-clogged social media feeds will welcome this hands-on
journey from fear to freedom.

Full Cycle
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Eleven-year-old Alex Peterson may be the least-athletic boy at his
school, yet he dreams of accomplishing something "not a whole lot of
other people in the world have ever done": a 200-mile, single-day
bicycle ride from Seattle to Portland. Alex discovers that if he's to
reach even the starting line, he must overcome more than his physical
disability. He must also find a way to revive his father's own longdormant dreams, and convince his dad to join forces with him, before
they can achieve together what neither would on his own.

Bouncing Back
The authors of the New York Times bestseller Super Brain present a
bold new understanding of our genes and how simple changes in
lifestyle can boost genetic activity. The leap into "radical wellbeing" is a promise waiting to be fulfilled. "You are not simply the
sum total of the genes you were born with," writes Deepak Chopra and
Rudy Tanzi. "You are the user and controller of your genes, the author
of your biological story. No prospect in self-care is more exciting."
Learning how to shape your gene activity is at the heart of this
exciting and eagerly-anticipated book from the bestselling duo behind
Super Brain, which became a nationwide hit on public television. For
decades medical science has believed that genes determined our
biological destiny. Now the new genetics has changed that assumption
forever. You will always have the genes you were born with, but genes
are dynamic, responding to everything we think, say, and do. Suddenly
they've become our strongest allies for personal transformation. When
you make lifestyle choices that optimize how your genes behave, you
can reach for a state of health and fulfillment undreamed of even a
decade ago. The impact on prevention, immunity, diet, aging, and
chronic disorders is unparalleled.

The Alchemist
From tragedy to triumph, Miss Alma takes you on her journey of
disappointment, abandonment, and renewal. Having survived being raped
by her father, heartbroken by her first love, drug abuse, and serving
time in federal prison, Miss Alma holds on to the wisdom her mother
gave her, proving that her spirit is unbreakable and how the power of
Love can conquer anything!

Destroying Fear
In an age when normal birth can still be overtaken by obstetrics,
Grantly Dick-Read's philosophy is still as fresh and relevant as it
was when he originally wrote this book. He unpicks the root causes of
women's fears and anxiety about pregnancy, childbirth and
breastfeeding with overwhelming heart and empathy. As one of the most
influential birthing books of all time, Childbirth Without Fear is
essential reading for all parents-to-be, childbirth educators,
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midwives and obstetricians! This definitive reissue includes the full
text of the fourth edition, the last completed by Grantly Dick-Read
before his death in 1959, and The Autobiography of Grantly Dick-Read,
compiled from his writings

Super Genes
Originally published by Viking Penguin, 2014.

A Lesson Before Dying
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A screaming comes across the
sky. . .” A few months after the Germans’ secret V-2 rocket bombs
begin falling on London, British Intelligence discovers that a map of
the city pinpointing the sexual conquests of one Lieutenant Tyrone
Slothrop, U.S. Army, corresponds identically to a map showing the V-2
impact sites. The implications of this discovery will launch Slothrop
on an amazing journey across war-torn Europe, fleeing an international
cabal of military-industrial superpowers, in search of the mysterious
Rocket 00000, through a wildly comic extravaganza that has been hailed
in The New Republic as “the most profound and accomplished American
novel since the end of World War II.”

Break the Cycle
"The Athlete's Way is amazingly informative and complete with a
program to get and keep you off the couch. Bravo, for another
exercising zealot who has written a book that should be read on your
elliptical or stationary bike. He pushed me to go farther on a sleepy
Sunday." - John J. Ratey, M.D., author of Spark: The Revolutionary New
Science in Exercise and the Brain, and co-author of Driven to
Distraction

Let Your Fears Make You Fierce
Is the person you love most in the world actually destroying you?
Sometimes, it's not so simple for individuals in abusive relationships
to just break free. Author Tracy S. Deitz, a trained advocate for
victims of domestic violence, tells the story of Lydia, a survivor of
an abusive marriage who offers a lifeline to anyone who feels trapped
in a destructive home. Break the Cycle: Healing from an Abusive
Relationship is Lydia's profoundly honest and hopeful guide to gaining
the strength, insight, and resources necessary to inspire anyone who
wants to forge a new and positive path in life. Encouraging and easy
to read, this invaluable book will help both victims and those who
care about them to break through the confusion of this complex
emotional struggle. By sharing Lydia's personal account about many
years on a relational roller coaster, the author offers a vital
perspective to individuals who are torn between keeping their covenant
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vow and trying to survive in a dysfunctional relationship with an
unrepentant spouse. Integrating research, Scriptures, and personal
anecdotes, the text illustrates practices for healing and finding
clarity. From discussing isolation to awakening courage, each chapter
identifies challenges and solutions, culminating with study questions
for individual reflection or small-group discussions. The guide
tackles issues surrounding alcoholism, Christianity and what the faith
community teaches about honoring a vow, with daily illustrations of
the challenges victims face. While illuminating the dilemmas of loving
someone who is an abuser, Break the Cycle: Healing from an Abusive
Relationship offers those suffering from this national epidemic a
chance to find security, confidence, and peace. Millions of people in
this country desperately need to discover the hope that is available
to them through a personal relationship with God, rather than
religiosity. This poignant, inspiring guide can do just that.

The House on Mango Street
The true story of the little-known mental-health pioneer who
revolutionized how we see the defining problem of our era: anxiety.
Panic, depression, sorrow, guilt, disgrace, obsession, sleeplessness,
low confidence, loneliness, agoraphobiaThe international bestseller
Hope and Help for Your Nerves, first published in 1962 and still in
print, has helped tens of millions of people to overcome all of these,
and continues to do so. Yet even as letters and phone calls from
readers around the world flooded in, thanking her for helping to
improve--and in some cases to save--their lives, Dr Claire Weekes was
dismissed as underqualified and overly populist by the psychiatric
establishment. Just who was this woman? Claire Weekes was driven by a
restless and unconventional mind that saw her become the first woman
to earn a Doctor of Science degree at Australia's oldest university,
win global plaudits for her research into evolution, and take a turn
as a travel agent, before embarking on a career in medicine. But it
was a mistaken diagnosis of tuberculosis that would set her heart
racing and push her towards integrating all she'd learned into a
practical treatment for anxiety--a tried-and-true method now seen as
state-of-the-art 30 years after her death. This book is the first to
tell her remarkable story.

Between the World and Me
Have you ever felt like a fraud or failure as you struggle to find
balance in life? Do you find yourself juggling everything in
mediocrity and feeling like you’re succeeding at very little? In her
no-nonsense way, Alli Worthington tackles the big questions about
finding happiness and one’s God-given purpose. Breaking Busy marries
popular secular research from the fields of social and positive
psychology with solid biblical principles, instilling readers with the
confidence that they, too, can move from crazy busy to confident calm.
With refreshing candor, uproarious true stories, and a Christian
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worldview, Alli delivers truths that dismantle common happiness myths.
Then she empowers readers to get unstuck, to let go of the good to
make way for the great, to know themselves and their Creator, and
ultimately to find peace and purpose in this world of crazy. Learn how
to stop chasing what leaves you empty and start doing what you were
created to do. Identify the common lies you believe and how to strip
their power from your life. Recognize how what you say no to
determines what you can say yes to. With relatable anecdotes, Alli
models for readers real-life guidance on boundaries, relationships,
and self-care, humbly examining her own mistakes and walking them
through how she learned from her missteps and found peace in a world
of busyness. If you long to find real connection in an age of overconnectedness, with both your loved ones and your Creator, Alli
Worthington deftly balances intelligent humility and heartwarming
humor to help you rediscover your path.

Relaunch Your Life
Stop the cycle of worry and stress with Fierce Faith, which offers
real strategies, biblical truths, and woman-to-woman encouragement for
coping with life's big fears and little everyday worries. Sometimes
Jesus's call to "fear not" seems like the hardest instruction to
follow. Some days you faultlessly juggle everything that is your
life--kids, husband, house, job, church, friendships, school, pets,
appointments, and on and on. Other days the very thought of which ball
you're going to drop puts your anxiety level through the roof. You're
afraid you're forgetting something. And you are: God's advice to fear
not. Popular podcaster and author of The Year of Living Happy Alli
Worthington knows all about the ways a woman can be hard on herself.
She shares her own fear struggles with humor and honesty--while
offering real strategies for coping with life’s big worries as well as
those little everyday worries. Alli uses biblical wisdom and practical
insight to help you: Identify fear-based thinking. Overcome the big
and little worries in life. Learn a simple trick to stop the anxiety
spiral. Live a more confident, less worried life. Grab a cup of coffee
and sit down for some encouragement from a friend. Alli's no-nonsense,
wise advice will lighten your heart and help you cut through the daily
clutter of fear and worry to reconnect with your own fierce faith.

Fierce Faith
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and
inspiration for a beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship and
belonging. No one ever said life was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure
that he's got things figured out. He knows that he can count on his
brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he knows that he can count on his
friends—true friends who would do anything for him, like Johnny and
Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious
gang of rich kids whose idea of a good time is beating up on
“greasers” like Ponyboy. At least he knows what to expect—until the
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night someone takes things too far. The Outsiders is a dramatic and
enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for the YA genre. S.
E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts
of regular society remains as powerful today as it was the day it was
first published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from a
genre mostly about prom queens, football players and high school
crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world." —The New York
Times "Taut with tension, filled with drama." —The Chicago Tribune
"[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily News A New York
Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World Spring
Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults Winner of
the Massachusetts Children's Book Award

Breaking Intergenerational Cycles of Repetition
8 starred reviews ? Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best ? William
C. Morris Award Winner ? National Book Award Longlist ? Printz Honor
Book ? Coretta Scott King Honor Book ? #1 New York Times Bestseller!
"Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds "Stunning." —John Green "This
story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A
marvel of verisimilitude." —Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, inyour-face novel." —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr
Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives
and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance
between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal
shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police
officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national
headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a
gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name.
Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her
family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that
night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But
what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her community. It could
also endanger her life. And don't miss On the Come Up, Angie Thomas's
powerful follow-up to The Hate U Give.

Atomic Habits
Every mother wants her daughter to love the skin she's in, to be free
of insecurity and poor body image. But no matter how much we try to
tell our daughters that they are beautiful and lovable as they are,
words are not enough. And if we're honest, we don't always set the
best example of being body confident. Until we truly see ourselves as
good enough, our girls will struggle. With deep compassion, Maria
Furlough delves into the root causes of our insecurity, offers
biblical guidance for seeing ourselves as God sees us, and shows how
to model our newfound confidence to our impressionable daughters.
Speaking as a daughter, a youth leader, and a mother, Furlough shares
her own struggles and triumphs, as well as expert advice from a
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pediatrician, a nutritionist, a Christian
say to our daughters might last a moment.
lasts a lifetime. With God's help, we can
bodily perfection and refocus on becoming

counselor, and more. What we
What we show our daughters
put aside our obsession with
and raising godly women.

Brainblocks
Relaunch Your Life guides you through the four mindsets that are
causing you to fail. You will learn to overcome fear and uncertainty,
remove your issues with low self-esteem, and put an end to the
negative emotions stopping you from living the life you really want.

Tuesdays with Morrie
A company’s worst enemy isn’t always the competition. Sometimes it’s
the fear that lives within its own walls. This fear can take many
forms: fear of not meeting a goal, of not getting a bonus, of losing
decision rights and respect. Fear compels employees and managers to
protect themselves by creating seemingly impenetrable barriers
fortified by rules and practices that benefit one group while harming
others. Left unchecked, fear-driven barriers can spread at an alarming
rate in a company. Workgroups define success not by reaching the
company’s overall goal, but by fulfilling their part of the process.
Restrictive policies pile up until managers start to exert extreme
control over headcount and resources. Other managers feel compelled to
build empires -- taking over other departments’ functions to regain or
enhance their self-sufficiency. In the midst of these
counterproductive activities, employees suffer, success deteriorates,
and efficiency dies. While these barriers might seem insurmountable,
they aren’t. They were built internally, and they can be destroyed
internally. By learning from the real-world lessons in this book,
leaders, managers, and employees can overcome barriers that plague
their company. It takes courageous leadership, and it can be
difficult, but the result will be nothing less than transformational.

The Outsiders
The authors in this volume explore the interconnected issues of
intergenerational trauma and traumatic memory in societies with a
history of collective violence across the globe. Each chapter’s
discussion offers a critical reflection on historical trauma and its
repercussions, and how memory can be used as a basis for dialogue and
transformation. The perspectives include, among others: the healing
journey of three generations of a family of Holocaust survivors and
their dialogue with third generation German students over time;
traumatic memories of the British concentration camps in South Africa;
reparations and reconciliation in the context of the historical trauma
of Aboriginal Australians; and the use of the arts as a strategy of
dialogue and transformation.
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The Body Keeps the Score
A special 25th anniversary edition of the extraordinary international
bestseller, including a new Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining magic,
mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an inspiring tale of self-discovery,
The Alchemist has become a modern classic, selling millions of copies
around the world and transforming the lives of countless readers
across generations. Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the mystical
story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in
search of a worldly treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far
different—and far more satisfying—than he ever imagined. Santiago's
journey teaches us about the essential wisdom of listening to our
hearts, of recognizing opportunity and learning to read the omens
strewn along life's path, and, most importantly, to follow our dreams.

The Panic Workbook for Teens
“This majestic, moving novel is an instant classic, a book that will
be read, discussed and taught beyond the rest of our lives.”—Chicago
Tribune Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, A Lesson
Before Dying is a deep and compassionate novel about a young man who
returns to 1940s Cajun country to visit a black youth on death row for
a crime he didn't commit. Together they come to understand the heroism
of resisting. From the critically acclaimed author of A Gathering of
Old Men and The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.
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